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Photo by David Davies.Today is no different than yesterday. You probably woke up this morning with big plans to “really make some changes this year,” but you know what? It’s not going to work. Why? Because you’ve already decided that waiting until the new year to become the new and improved you is the right course of action.New
Year’s resolutions have a high potential to fail, and that can make the end of every year a…Read moreNew years resolutions have some serious issues built into them. Don’t get me wrong, I’m all for people bettering themselves, but you’re just asking for failure with these things. For one, you’re probably setting some unrealistic,
unnecessary goals for yourself. “Shoot for the stars,” they say—No! Shoot for realistic, down-to-Earth goals you can accomplish in a fairly short amount of time, then build up from there. Baby steps, people! You want to craft systems for yourself that will take you the distance. Also, make sure these goals will actually make you happier.
After all, why learn to rock climb if you’re not going to make it one of your things? And remember, a year is a long time when it comes to focusing on a project. You’re bound to get sick of it and quit, or get busy with something else and quit, or just quit because, well, you forgot about it. Hell, I bet some of you can’t even remember your
resolution from last year.You’re also giving yourself a time constraint to accomplish your goal, even if you don’t mean to. Come next New Years Eve, you’re probably going to go “Oh crap, I didn’t make it.” You lost 20 pounds, but gained back 21 over the holidays. You wanted to travel more, but you only got out of town once and for
business. You wanted to read more books, but you still have a stack of the same unread books you bought the first week of last year. Don’t disappoint yourself like that. You’re going to suck, so give yourself some space to do that and improve gradually. Yes, deadlines can be good sometimes, but if your goals are something even a
teensy bit abstract—like learn to play guitar, or learn a new language—you’re not going to give yourself the benefit of the doubt. You’re going to sit down New Years Eve, play a few shoddy chords or struggle to construct a sentence in Mandarin, and be upset with yourself for not doing what you promised you would.If you want to get stuff
done, you have to stay focused. One way to do that? Work with smaller…Read moreWorst of all, you’re putting off making positive changes in your life for the sake of the “resolution.” You tell yourself, “I want to do this... but I’ll start it come the new year.” Stop wasting your own time! It is literally the most precious commodity you will ever
own. If you want to change, make like a brand slogan and just do it. No more excuses. Years, months—time is all a construct you silly animal. Enough with the “next year will be better” crap and just make now better. There is only now. If that doesn’t make sense, think of it like this: your life is just one very long year. There’s no restarts,
clean slates, or turning points. There’s just this one long period of time where you’re here, then you’re not. Are you still going to wait to pursue your goals? Oh, and Happy New Year. Three hundred maps are presented in the new book Map: Exploring the World (Phaidon, $60), and nearly all qualify as works of art. But look closer and you’ll
see even more. Spanning thousands of years and selected by a team of curators and collectors, these maps serve as both historical records and cultural snapshots, communicating complex ideas about geography, politics, science, and more in a single image—be it an eighth-century chart of the stars or a 1930s guide to the stars’
Hollywood homes.Map includes works from cartography greats as well as from artists and writers such as Ai Weiwei, Jack Kerouac, Robert Louis Stevenson, Jasper Johns, and Maya Lin. The various entries will help you—often in a glance—understand the landscape of early Europe, the arrondissements of Paris, the flight patterns of
planes and birds, the global density of tweet activity, and the mind-set of New Yorkers. This is a big, beautiful book of wonder.View of the World from 9th Avenue, 1976This famous map, created by artist Saul Steinberg for the cover of The New Yorker, highlights the myopic worldview of Manhattanites. It’s a humorous depiction of selfabsorption, and a modern classic. As we’ve mentioned time and time again, there are a lot of creative ways to share information through mapmaking. Recently, a collection of quirky maps made the rounds online. The Washington Post‘s Worldviews section, which had an original map included in this collection, followed suit with its own
assemblage, adding a more informed perspective to the discussion. Schoolboys have been snickering at the name of Peru’s Lake Titicaca for what must be centuries right now, but in the grand lexicon of geographical place names, it barely even merits censoring: There are so many filthier sounding places in the world to go.Need proof?
This map, created by Gary Gale and powered by data from OpenStreetMap, maps out all of the rudest sounding places on Earth. We live in a crude world indeed. To look at this map is to wonder why some outfitter doesn’t already offer some grand-scale, dirtiest-places trip for college grads. But no worries–you can arrange it yourself! You
might start your journey by touring the beautiful Shag Point in New Zealand before flying to Dongo, in the Republic of Congo, and then heading to the town of Cumbum in India. Or there’s Middelfart, Denmark. Don’t miss the joyful Cock of Arran in Scotland. You don’t even have to go overseas to titillate yourself! In Canada, there’s Spread
Eagle and Meat Cove. If you’re in New York, take a trip to Mianus, Connecticut, just an hour’s drive away. (Caveat: I can tell you from personal experience that wives and girlfriends are unlikely to join you.) For such Puritans, Intercourse, Pennsylvania, might make for a better romantic retreat. Beware suggesting a trip to Little Dick Lake,
Minnesota: The water is just too cold for swimming.Let’s all plan a road trip together. My vote’s Sac City, in the rolling hills of Iowa. What’s on your must-see list?[H/T Gizmodo] world map high resolution pdf. world map high resolution download. world map high resolution png. world map high resolution wallpaper. world map high resolution
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